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The Context: a complex vision of the Green Building

How We Grow the Sustainable Building Market

EU approach to sustainable building performance reporting:
Level (s) as a common language to encourage mainstream market Towards better practices.

National Action Plan for Green Public Procurement (GPP) - Minimum environmental criteria for public tenders: a mandatory requirement for Italy (CAM)
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Italian Sustainable Environmental Strategy

Italy is the first EU Member State to adopt a national decree on the Green Public Procurement (Communications from the European Commission COM (2008) 397)

Adopting a Green Public Procurement (GPP policy), green public purchase, means incorporating environmental considerations into Public Administration purchase processes
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What GBC Italia is doing:

A Sustainable Environmental Strategy to transform and grow the market
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What GBC Italia is doing:

Involve stakeholders in a common project

- Design and Planning
  - Contractors
  - Investors
  - Public Admin.
- Construction (Renovation)
  - Designers
  - Engineers
  - Architects
- Management
  - Manufacturers
  - Builders
  - Real Estate
  - Installers
  - End Users
  - RE Services
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What GBC Italia is doing:

Monitoring the market of green buildings

Report of Italian green buildings 2016

Number of LEED Projects registered in Italy between 2008-2016

Number of LEED Projects per protocol family
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Green Building Rating Systems

The key to support the move towards Green Public Procurement in the building sector
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Protocols VS Minimum Environmental Criteria (CAM)

LINEE GUIDA CAM EDILIZIA
(Guidelines for minimum environmental criteria for public tenders)

CAMs are consistent with the principles underlying the LEED and GBC protocols;

Reference credits can be a good guide to identifying the strategies to be adopted to meet the required requirements.
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How GBC Italia is supporting LEVEL(S)

Working Group LEVEL(S)
(Objective: Identifying the common elements between Protocols, CAM and LEVEL(S)’s indicators)
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The strategic role of GBC Italia: a connection point

GBC Italia is the Connection Point of all
has a leadership role in the sustainable construction market by becoming the reference partner for private operators but also and above all for national and international institutions.
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